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METHOD FOR MINIMIZING OVER BOOKING OF RESOURCES IN RHP ENABLED
CONTROL PLANE NETWORKS
ABSTRACT
The present disclosure proposes a mechanism to improve network efficiency and
resource utilization in Retain Home Path (RHP) enabled control plane networks. With
optimized resource allocation, networks will be allowed to accommodate a larger number
of services without losing RHP capability of existing services. The disclosure provides a
way to work with overbooking of RHP efficiently by selecting protect paths which lead to
the lowest spectrum utilization in the network for RHP enabled services. Current RHP
solutions do not consider spectrum usage. This can lead to usage of extra spectrum,
which could have otherwise been saved.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Retain Home Path (RHP) is a control plane feature which reserves resources on a home
path while a connection is not fully provisioned on all or part of the home path. The home
path is defined as the original path and the connection can be off the home path for a
variety of reasons, e.g., protection, maintenance, etc. Thus, the RHP feature reserves
resources on the home path to provide reliability and consistency, allowing a connection
to revert whenever possible to the home path. RHP discourages services to pick
resources on the home route of another service. This is achieved by double booking of
spectrum when the service is off its home path. This leads to overbooking of resources
per service. As per current mechanism, when resources are exhausted in a network then
a new service can preempt another service home path resources. This leads to existing
RHP enabled services losing its RHP capability.
The disclosure proposes to compute least diverse protect paths in terms of hops and
spectrum for RHP enabled services. Maximum re-use of the spectrum on the reserved
home links in the protect path will avoid double booking and lead to spectrum efficiency.
When an RHP enabled service is moving away from its home route, a protect route that
is experiencing the least amount of diverse hops then its home route and occupying the
same spectrum is chosen.
Another scenario is when an RHP enabled service is running on its protect route, and the
home path is not up, but the home path resources are retained. The same principle is
applied in this scenario as well and another protect route will be computed that is least
diverse from its retained home route in terms of hops and spectrum. The present
disclosure applies to RHP enabled services in a control plane network.
The solution proposes to discourage over booking of spectrum and encourages the reuse
of spectrum by an RHP service.
Terms:
1. Reserved Home Link: Link with spectrum reserved as part of the RHP.
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2. Non-overlapping Link: Link on a protect path disjoint from the home path (with no
spectrum reservation).
The solution is to compute a protect path that minimizes the spectrum usage by the RHP
service. Re-using the spectrum on the reserved home links in the protect path will avoid
double booking leading to higher spectrum efficiency.
To achieve this, a new spectral cost will be considered by the Path Computation Engine
(PCE). Spectral cost will be a new link attribute that will be used for choosing best protect
route for a RHP service.
•
•
•

The spectral cost of each reserved home link will be 1.
All other links will have a spectral cost of 0.
A non-overlapping link considered to be part of the protect path during computation
will have a spectral cost of 1.

The PCE will add the reserved home link spectral cost while computing the protect path
and rank the paths in ascending order of spectral costs. The total spectral cost of the
protect path will be sum of spectral cost of reserved links and non-overlapping links.
Protect route will always be computed considering least diversity from its retained home
path. Below are two scenarios
1. Service moving away from retained home route to protect path
2. Service moving away from one protect route to another protect route while home
route is booked.
For example, If a service has 3 reserved links on the home path and the protect path has
4 non-overlapping links. In the current RHP behavior, protect path A-F-G-H-D will be
chosen. The total spectral cost would be 7 as shown in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1

With the proposed solution, a different path will be selected by the computation engine.
In the below scenario (Figure 2), the path A-B-E-C-D will lead to usage of 5 slots while
path A-F-G-H-D will use a total of 7 spectral slots as shown above.
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Figure 2

The same call connection record will be used by the service on the overlapping links so
that the same spectrum is used by the service. In Figure 2 above, the connection records
of the call reserved as part of RHP on links A-B & C-D will be used by the service when
it moves to the path A-B-E-C-D.
If the proposed solution is followed for every RHP service, the spectrum usage will reduce
drastically in the network.
It will be appreciated that some embodiments described herein may include one or more
generic or specialized processors (“one or more processors”) such as microprocessors,
digital signal processors, customized processors, and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) and unique stored program instructions (including both software and firmware)
that control the one or more processors to implement, in conjunction with certain nonprocessor circuits, some, most, or all of the functions of the methods and/or systems
described herein. Alternatively, some or all functions may be implemented by a state
machine that has no stored program instructions, or in one or more Application-Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASICs), in which each function or some combinations of certain of the
functions are implemented as custom logic. Of course, a combination of the
aforementioned approaches may be used. Moreover, some embodiments may be
implemented as a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having computerreadable code stored thereon for programming a computer, server, appliance, device,
etc. each of which may include a processor to perform methods as described and claimed
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herein. Examples of such computer-readable storage mediums include, but are not
limited to, a hard disk, an optical storage device, a magnetic storage device, a ROM (Read
Only Memory), a PROM (Programmable Read-Only Memory), an EPROM (Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory), an EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable
Read-Only Memory), Flash memory, and the like. When stored in the non-transitory
computer-readable medium, the software can include instructions executable by a
processor that, in response to such execution, cause a processor or any other circuitry to
perform a set of operations, steps, methods, processes, algorithms, etc.
Although the present disclosure has been illustrated and described herein with reference
to preferred embodiments and specific examples thereof, it will be readily apparent to
those of ordinary skill in the art that other embodiments and examples may perform similar
functions and/or achieve like results. All such equivalent embodiments and examples are
within the spirit and scope of the present disclosure.
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